
VICTORIA—BENCH BY BENCH
A Creative Guide to over 60 Intriguing Sites

Explore Victoria at bench level.

In Victoria—Bench by Bench, Rebecca
Kennel takes you on her journey of discovery
in and around spectacular Victoria, British
Columbia. Visit historic sites and gardens;
cemeteries and viewpoints; shipyards and
restored creeks. Using pieces of local history
and personal reflections, she introduces you
to over 60 benches and inspires curiosity and
creativity.

Whether you are here for a day, have lived
here all your life, or wish you were here this
delightful guidebook will be a rich experience
and you will gain a unique perspective of
Victoria.

Includes:
• maps, addresses, and GPS locations
• nearby Harbour Ferry, Hop-on Hop-off,

and city bus stops
• where to park your car or bike
• locations of public toilets
• places to eat and drink
• wheelchair accessibility

Testimonial

I want this book for my own explorations and to
give to every guest that comes to visit Victoria. In
Victoria—Bench by Bench, Rebecca introduced
me to wonderful areas that I had not visited in my
16 years in the city. Thank you Rebecca for this
guide to lesser known beauty spots in Victoria and
for sharing your own journey of exploration.
Esther Hart, author, speaker, coach

About the Author

Rebecca Kennel lives in Victoria, British
Columbia and searches out benches wherever
she goes. She writes, observes humanity, and
appreciates natural spaces.

Kennel is available for interviews, book
signings, and presentations.
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